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Bunuse we tend to !n rather myopic in our
dlscorrioos of &tb a& dying, especially about
die issues of active futbanasia and assisted soitide. it is valuable to place the question of how
we go about dying in an international context.
We do not always see tht our own cultural
norms may be quite different from those of
other nations, and that our background assumptions and actual practices differ dramatically. Thus, I would like to examine the perspectives on end-of-life
dilemmas
in three
countries. Holland, (West) Germany,* and the
USA.

Holland, Germany, a!ad the United States are
all advanced ind&rial
democracies.
They all
have sophisticated medical establishments~aod
lifp expectancies over 70 years of age; their pap&dons are all characterized by an increasing
proportion of older persoons. They are all in
what has been called the fourth starre of the 8
idemiologic transition’-that
stage of sock&l
development in which it is no longer the cake
that most people die of acute parasitic or infectious diseases. In this stage, most people do not
die of diseases with rapid, unpredictable onsets
and sharp fatality curves; rather, the majority of
the population-as
much as perhaps 70%
SO?&--dies of degenerative diseases, esspecially
delayed degenerative diseases, that are cbamcterized by late, slow onset and extended decline.
Most people in highly industtialiEed countries
die from cancer. atherotirosis,
heart disease
(by no means always soddenly fatal:. chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, liver. kidney or
other organ disease. or degenerative neumlogical disorders. Thus. all three of these countries

are alike in facing P common problem: how to
deal with the characteristic new ways in which
we die.
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ia :‘;e United States. we bwe cxne to reagnize that the maximal extension uflife-prolonging :rea;~zn:
m these late-life degenerative
con+ions
is often inappropriate.
Although we
could keep the machines and tubes-the
respirators, int~avenas
hnes, feeding
tubeshooked up for extended periods, we recognize
that this is inhumane. poindess. and financially
impossible.
Instead. as a society we have developed a number of mechanisms for dealing with
these hopeless situations, all of which inwlve
withholding
or withdrawing various fomra of
treatment.
Some mechanisms for withholding
or withdrawing ireatmen: are exercised by the ptierct
who is mnfrcmted by such a siraarbr. :‘r ,aho
anticipates it; these include refusa! cf treament.
the parientcxrcuted
DNR order, the Living
Will, and the curable
Power of Attorney.
Others are mechanisms for decision by mend
parties about a patient who is no longer competent or never was competen,. The letter are reflected in a long se&of
MUR cases, including
Q&km, .G&w& S!niw. Eizlmrr, E-n&r. Burtl&g, Cmmy, BropnY; the trio FancU, P&r and
Jobrs. and Cruzan. These are cases that attempt
to delineate the precise circumstances under
which it is appropriate to withhold or withdraw
various forms of therapy. including respiratory
support. chemotherapy; antibiotic;in
i&c&rent infections. and artificial nutrition and hvd&on.
Thus. during the past I5 years or sb,
roughly since Qinkm (1976). we have devclaped an impressive body of case law and state
statute that protects, pennits, and facilitates our
characteristic American strategy of dealing with
end-of-life situations.
These cases provide a
framework for witholding or withdrawing treatment when we believe there is no medical or
moral point in going on. This is sometimes
termed pa&e &hanaGa; more often, is it simply called &wing to die, and is ubiquitous in the
United Srates.
For example, a recent study by Miles and Ccmez indicates that smne 85% of deaths in the
United States occuc in health-care institutions,

including hospitals, nursing homes, and other
facilities. and of these, about 70% involve electively witholding mme form of life-sustaining
treatment.* A 1989 study cited in tie fan&of
theAnmian MedicicalAsseci&m
claims &at 856
90% of critical care orofessionals state that thev
treatments from patients who are “~ieaicd
have irreversible disease and are terminally ill.“’
Still another studg identified some I15 p&ems
in two intensive-care units from whom care was
tiithheld or withdrawn; 1 IO were already incompetent by the time the decision to limit care
was made. The 89 who died while sdll in the
intensive care unit accounted for 45% of all
deaths there.’ It is estimated that 1.3 million
American deaths a year fa!:,<w dechiors io withhold life supp~rt:~ this is a m+rity
of the just
OIL.- 2 million American deat!?s pu year.
Withholding and withdrawing xeamw~:t is t:lr
way we in the USA go aLout dealing w&h dying.
and indeed “a!Gxi~ng to die” is the only iqally
prmxted &remarive tu maximal rreauxnt
r-cognired in the U&d
Stabs. We do not legally
permit ourselves to actively caujc death.
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Netherlands, voluntary active euthanasia is also an available response to end-of-life
situations. Although active euthanasia remains
prohibited by statutory law. it is protected by a
reties of lower and supreme cuun decisions and
is widely regarded as legal, or, more precisely,
g&&n.
legally “toleated.
decisions have the effect of protecting the physician
who performs euthanasia from prosecution.
prwided the physician meets a rigorous set of
guidelines.
These guidelines.
variously stated. contain
five central provisions:

These
aun

1. that the patient’s request be voluntary;
2. that the patient be undergoing intolerable suffermg:
‘3. that all akmativa
acceptable to the pa
tient for relieving the suffering have been
tried;
4. that the patient has full information;
5. that the physician has consulted with a
second physician whose judSmcnt can be
expected to be independent.
Of these criteria, it is the first which is central:

only at the volunclry request of the patient. This criterion is
also understood to require that the patient’s request be a stable, enduring, reflective on-of
the pmduct of a transitory impulse. Every attempt is to be made to rule uut depression, psychopathology. pressures from family members,
unrealistic lean. and odder factors mmuromising voluntariness.
Of physicians respoiding
to
a national survey in 1985 and 1986. 48% reported that they’had received une or mure requests fur active euthanasia, and of these cases,
37% of the patients’ requests
had been
honored!
In general, pain is not the basis for
euthanasia, since pain can. in mat cases, be effectively treated; “ictulnrbie
sufferiug.” understood to mean suifcring tbx is in the patient’s
(rather than the physician’s) view intolerable,
may also include fear of or unwillingness to endure entluistoung, or that gradual effacement
and loss of persunal identity that chnacterizes
the end stages of many terminal illnesses. It is
also required that euthanasia be performed only
by a physician; it may nut he performed by a
nurse, family member, or other party.
It is expected that the physician who performseuthanasia
repurtittu thejudicial authorities; in 1999. 454 cases were su reported and
reviewed by the Ministry of Justice. None were
prusecuted, and all were dismissed immediately.
However, it is believed that the reported cases
represent only a small fracdon of the actual
cases: the current estimate of frequency is somewhere between 3000 and 4000 cases a year:
sume 1OOCLZOOO
in hospitals, less than 100 in
nursing homes, and perhaps 2000 in the patients’ home.’ Four thousand deaths by euthanasia per year would represenr. in a cuuntrv
with a.pep&tion
of 14.9milliun and an au&l
mortality of 125.000, just 3.2% of the total
deaths per year. If euthanasia deaths were distributed equally (which they are not) among
Holland’s 30.000 physicians, then this would
mean that only I’in.every
7 or 8 physirians
would perfurm a case of euthanasia in a given
year, or that a given physician would perform
euthanasia unce or at must twice in a decade of
practice. Because must cases are not actually
reparted, no accurate figures are available, but
euthanasia appears to be comparadvely rare.
Nevertheless, it is a mnspicuous
alternative to
terminal illness well known M both physicians
and the general public. Surveys of public opineuthanasia may he perfom~ed

ion show gruwing public support fur a liberal
euthanasia policy (increasing from 40% in 1966
to 81% in 1988). and whereas there is a vucal
minority opposed to the practice (indudinp. a
group of about 1000 phy&ians), it is app&nt
that both the maioritv of the wuulation
in Hol. .
land and the &j&y
of Holland’s physicians
support it.
In Holland. may hospitals now have promcols for the perfurmau~
of euthanasia; thex
serve to ensure that the mur&established guidelines have been tna
However. it is believed
that must euthanasia is pra&zed in the patient’s
home, typically hy the huivrrti or general pt-actidoner who is the patient’s long-term fan+
physi&n.
Euthanasia is usa+
perfurtned after aggressive huspital treatment has failed to
arrest the patient’s terndual illness: the patient
has come home to die, and the family phystin
is prepared to ease this passing. Whether practiced at home or in the hospital, it is believed
that euthanasia usually takes place in the presence of the family members. perhaps the visiting nurse. and ofrxn. the patient’s pastor or
priest. Many doctors say that performing IIIthanasia is never easy, but that it is something
they believe a ductor ought to do for his or her
patienr. when nothing else mu help.
Thus, in Holland a patient facing the end of
life has au option noi openly pm&d
in the
United Slates: to ask the physician to bring his
or her life to an end. Although nut everyone
dues so-indeed.
at least 95% of neuule who die
in a given year do not-it is a chbice’widely understood as available.

FUC&IkUhitlGt%l?8~
In part because of its very

painful history of
Nazism, Germany appears IO believe that ducturs should have no role in ausinn
death.
Although
societal gencralizatiuns
are always
risky, it is fair. I think. to say that there is vi=urnus and nearly universal uppusitiun in Cermany tu the nodon of active euthanasia.
Euthanasia is viewed as always wrung, and the
Germans view the Dutch as stepping out on a
danpruusly
slippery slope.
However. it is an artifact of German law that,
whereas killing on request (including voluntary
euthanasia) is prohibited,
assisting suicide
where the persun committing suicide is determined tu do x-is
nut a violation of the law.

’

T

man Soctety for Humane Dying. which pwvides
support to its very extensive membership
in
choosing suicide as an alternative to terminal
illness. The DCHSprotides
information about
suicide; it as&u in gaining access to the means
for suicide; and. if requested, then it provides
Ltrgrciru~lgor “accompaniment” for the person
about to commit suicide, sending saneone to be
with the person who takes a fatal dose, espxially
if that person is alone or does not have a fancily
suppxtive
of such a choice. The DCHS runs
regular ads in the popular magazines, and ap
varentlv is familiar to a sizeabk protnrGon of
ihe po&xa.
I do not know hoi frequent are
suicides zssisted bv the DCHS. as distinct from
suicides in terminal illness generally, but ir
seems fair to say that the option of selfproduced death is more clearly open in Germany than in Holland or in the United States.

In response to the dilemmas aired by the new
circumstances of death. in which the majority of
the population in each of the advanced in&strial nations dies of degenerative diseasrs after
an extended period of terminal dew&nation,
different countries develop differeat practices.
The United States legally permtts only withand withdrawal of trezrtnent, though of
course active euthanasia ao:i assisted suicide do
occur. Holland also p+tmitr voluntary active
euthanasia, and although Germany rejects euthanasia. it tolerates assisted suicide. But there
are serious moral objections to be made to each
of these pracr?as, objections to be considered
before resolsmg the issue of whKh practice our
own cultcre ought to adopt.

holding

Ob@&n&stu~GennunPr&
Caman law does not prohibit assisting suicide, hut postwar German culture discourages
physicians from taking any active role in death.
This gives rise to distinctive moral problems.
For one thing. it appears that there is little p’~
fessional help or review provided for patients’
choices about suicide: because the patient makes
this choice essentially outside the medical estah

lishment. medical pmfessiornlr are not in a p”
sition to detect or treat impaired judgment on
the pan of the patient, especially judgment impnired by depression.
Similarly, if the patient
must commit suicide assisted only by persons
outside the medical profession, there are risks
that the patient’s diagnosis and prognosis are
inadequately confirmed. that the means chosen
for sutclde will be unreliable or inapproptiawly
used, that the oxam used for suicide will fall
into the hands of other persons, and that the
patient will fail to recognize or be able to resist
intrafamilial pressures and manipulation.
The
DGHS policy for providingassistance
requires, I
believe; tha; the’patient -6eterminally’ill
and
have been a member of the OGHS for at lea% I
year in order to make use of its services (the
latter requirement intended. I assume, to provide evidence of the stability of such a choke),
hut there minimal requirements are hardly suftkiem to answer the charge that suicide decisioos, which are made for medical reasoos hut
most be made without medical help. may be
rendered under less than ideally informed and
voluntary conditions.

The Dutch practice of physician-performed
active voluntary euthanasia also raises a number
of ethical issues. many of which have been discussal vigorously both in the Dutch pressand in
cornmen&
on the Dutch pra&ces
from
abroad. For one thing, it is sometimes said that
theavailability
of physician-performed euthnxasia creates a disincentive for pmviding good terminal care. I have seen no evidence that this is
the case; on the contrary. Peter Admiraal, the
.aoesthesiolog;st who is perhaps Hollaod’s most
vocal prop*nent of voluntary active euthanasia,
insists that pain should rarely or never be the
oaasion for euthanasia, as pain (in contrast to
suffering)
is mmpatatively
easily treated.s
instead. it is a refusal to endure the final stager
of deterioration, both mental and physical, that
motivates requests.
It is also sometimes said that active euthanasia
violates the Hippocratic Oath. Indeed, it is true
that the original Greek version of the Oath wohibits the physician from giving a deadly d;Jg,
even when asked for it; but the orkinal version
also prohibits performing surge&and
t&bag
fees for teachine medicine. neither of which
prohibitions
has-survived
into contemporary

mediil
practice. Dutch physicians often say
that they see performing euthanasia-where
it
is gentdo+
zquested by the padem and norhing else can be done to relieve the patient’s coodition-as
pan of their duty to the patient. not
as a violation of it.
The Dutch are also often said to be at risk of
stxting down the slippry slope. that is, that the
practice of voluntary active euthanasia for patients who meet the criteria will erode into practicing less&an-voluntary
euthanasia
on patients whose pmhlems are not irremediable, and
perhaps by gradual degrees develop into terminatinK the lives of people who are elderly.
chro&lly
ill, handi&pp&
mentally retarded,
or otherwise raarxled as undesirable. This risk
is ofteo express& in vivid claims of widespread
fear and wholesale slaughter, claims that are repeated in the Right-to-Life press in both Holland and the USA; however. these claims am
simply not true. However, it is true that the
Duuh are now beginning to agonize over the
problems of the incompetent patient. the mentally ill patient, the newborn with serious deficits. and other patients who cannot make voluntary choices.
though
these
are
largely
understood as issues about withholding or withdewing
ueatment,
not about direct termination.~
What is not often understoodis that thisnew
and acutely painful area of refiection for the
Dutch-wiihholding
and withdrawing
treatment from incompetent patients-has
already
led in the United Slates to the development of a
vast, highly developed body of law: namely, that
series of cases just cited, beginning with Quinfan
and cnboinating
in Crurnn. Americans have
been dimssing
these issues for a long time, and
have developed a bmad set of practices that are
regarded as routine in withholding and withdrawing treatment. The Dutch see Americans
as much funher out on the slippery slope than
they are, because Americans have already become accustomed to second-party choices about
other people.
Issues involving second-party
choices are painful to &he Dutch in a way they
are not to us precisely because voluntincsc is so
central in the Dutch understanding
of choices
about dying. Conmmittniiy,
the Dutch see the
Americans’
squeamishoess
aboot first-pany
choice+voluntary
euthanasia,
assisted suicide-as
evidence that we are not genuinely
mmmitted to recognizing ualurrkwy choice after

ail. For this reasoo. many Dutch commeotators
believe that the Americans are at a much greater
risk of sliding dam the slippery dope into iovolunmry killing than obey are. I fear, 1 most
add. that they are tight about this.
Obj&ilWfO~hcPT~
mere may be moral problems raised by the
German and the Dutch pracdces. bm there are
also moral problems m&d by the American
practice of relyinpl on withholding and wirhhrawal of tre&n&t
in end-f-Iif:
situationr
The German, Dutch. and American practices all
occur within similar conditions-in
industrialized nations with highly developed medii
systerns. where a majority of the pop&dam
dies of
illnesses exhibiting chamcteristicdly
extended
downhill coumes-hnt
the hues raised by our
own response to this situadon may be even more
disturbing than those of the Dutch or the Germans. We often assnme that our approach is
“safer*’ hecause it involves only letting someone
die. not killing him or her: but it too raises very
troubling quaions.
The first of these issues is a fun&on of the
fact that withdrawing and especially withholding lreatment are typically less conspicuous, less
pronounced, less evident kinds of actions thao
direct killin& even though they can equally well
lead to d&th.
Decisions at&
no&e&ment
have an invisibilitv that decisions abom dire&
causing death do’ not have, even though the;
may have the same result. and hence there is a
much wider range of occasions in which such
decisions can he made. One can tiline
to treat
a patient in many different ways. at many different times-by
not providing oxygen. by not
instituting dialysis, by not correcting electrolyte
imbalances, and so on-all of which will cause
the patient’s death: open mediil
killing also
brings ahour death, but is a much more overt,
conspicuous procedure. Consequemly,
letting
die also invites many fewer protections. In coovast to the earlie; slip&;y
slope argument
which sees killinn as riskier than lettim? die. the
slippery slope argument warm that because our
culture relies primarily on decisions about nontreatment. grave decisions about living or dying
are not as open to scrutiny as they are under
more direct life-terminating
practices, and
hence, are more open u) abuse.
&ood,
and closely related, reliance on withholding and withdrawal of treatment invites a.I

I

dotting in an extremeiy strong way, in pan becaose of the comparative invwhdtty of these
decisions. When a healthcare provider dws not
offer a specific sort of care. it is not always po5sible todiscern the motivation; the tine
believing that it would not provide benefit to the
patient and that it would not provide benefit
worth the investment of resoorces in the patient
cao be wry thin. This is a particular problem
where health care tioaodng is highly deceotralLed, as in the United States, and where rationing decisions withoot benefit of principle are not
always available for easy review.
Third relyingon withholdiigand
withdrawal
of treatment can often becrttel~ It requires that
the patient who is dving from one of the disease; that exhibits ; chatacteristic extended.
downhii course (as the majority of patients in
Holland, Germany. and the US do) mutt in effect wait to die uodl rhe absence of a certain
treatment will cause death. For instance. the
cancer patient who forgoes chemotherapy
or
surgery does not simply die from this choice: he
or she continues to endure the downhill course
of the cancer until the tmnor fitnUy destroys
sotne crucial budily function or organ. The patient with amyotrophic lateral sclemsis who decides in advance to decline resp+atory support
does not die at the time this choice is made, but
condmtes to endure increasing paralynis until
breathing is impaired and sttffocation occttrs.
We often try to ameliorate these situations by
administering pain medication or symptom cootml at the same time we are withholding treattoeor, but the&e are all ways of disguising the
fact that we are letting the disease kill the patient rather than directly bringing ahout death.
But the ways diseases kill people are far more
cmd than the ways physicians kill patients when
performing euthanasia or assisting in suicide.

between

The Probhn: A Choice of Cuhres
Thus we we three similar cultures and countries and three similar sets of circumstances. but
three quite different basic practices in approaching death. All three of these practices
generate moral problems; none of them, nor
&ty others we might devise, is free of moral difficulty. But the question that faces us is this:
whi& of these p&ices
is best?
11 is not possible to answer this question in a
leswhan-ideal world wtthout some attention to

the specific characteristics and deficiencies of
the swiety in question. In askingwhich of these
practices is best. we most ask which is bestfor US.
That we currently employ ooe set of these practices rather than others does not prove that it is
best for us: the question is. would practices developed in other cultures or those no1 yet widespread in any he better for our owe cultuw than
that whiih hasdevelopedhere? Thus. it is netessay to considerthe differences between our
own society and these European cultures that
have real bearing on which model of approach
to dying we ought to adopt.
First. notice that different coltutes exhibit different degrees of closeness betxwen physicians
and patients--different
patterns of contact and
involvement.
The German physician is sotoetimes said to be more distant and more authoritarian than the American physician; on the
other hand. the Dutch physician is sometimes
said to be closer to his or her patients than either
the American or the Certt,at, is. In Holland,
basic primary care is provided by the /v&or&,
the general practitioner or family physician,
who typica!iy lives in the neighborhood, makes
house calis frequently, and maintains an ofice
in his or her own home. The huimk is usually
the physician for the other members of the pa
ticnt’s family, and will remain the family’s physician throughout his or her pranice. Thus, the
patient for whom euthanasia bemores an issue-say,
the terminal cancer patient who has
been hospitalized in the past but who has Rturned home to die-will
be cared for by the
trusted family physician on a regular basis.
Indeed, for P patient in severe distress. the physician. supported by the visiting nurse, may
make house calls as often a~ once a day, twice a
day. or more (after all. it is right in the ncigbborhood). and is in continuous contact with the
famik:. In contrast. the traditional American instit&on of the family doctor who makes house
calls is rapidly hemmina a lhineof the east. and
whereas .&me patients-who & at h&e
have
access to hospice services and house calls fmm
their long-term physician. many have no such
long-term care and receive most of it fmm staff
at a clinic or housestaff rotating through the
services of a hospital. The degree of continuing
contact the patient can have with a familiar,
trusted physician clearly influences the ttattt~
of his or her dying, and also plays a mk in
whether physician-performed
activeeutbanasia.

assisted suicide, and/or withholding and witbdrawing treatment is appropriate.
Second. the United States has a much more
volatik legal climate than either Holland or
Germany; our medical system is increasingly litigious. much more so than that of any other
ccamtty in the world. Fears of malpractice action or criminal prwecuticm color much of what
physicians do in managing the dying of their
patienh.
We also tend to evolve public policy
through court decisions. and to assume that the
existence of a polii puts an end M any moral
issue. A d&ate legal and moral balance we!
the issue of euthanasia. as is the case in Holland.
would not be possible here.
Third. we in the United States hpve a very
different financial climate in which to do our
dying. Lloth Holland and Germany, as well as
every other industrialiied
nation except South
Africa, have systems of national health insurance or national health care. Thus the patient is
not diwctly responsible for the costs of treatment, and consequently
the patient’s choices
about terminal care and/or euthanasia need not
take personal financial considerations
into account. Even for the patient who does have
health insurance in the United States, many
lrindr of services axe not covered, whereas the
national health care or health insurar.ce programr of many other muntries variously pmvide many sorts of relevant services, including
at-home physician care, home nursing care.
home respite care, care in a nursing-home
or
other long-term facility, dietitian care. rehabilitation care. physical therapy,
psychological
counseling.
and so cat. The patient in the
United States nerds to attend to the financial
aspects of dying in a way that patients in many
other countries do not, and in this country both
the &em’s
choices and the recommendations
of the physician are very often shaped by tinancial considetatimts.
There are many other differences between
the USA on the on& hand and Holland and Germany, with their different models of dying. on
the &her. There are differences in de’&& of
paternalism in the medical establishment and in
racism. sexism, and ageism in the general culture. as well as aware&ss of a problematic historical past, especially Nazism. All of these and
the p&i,.
f&rs
influence the appmpriateness or inappropriateness
of practices such as
active euthanasia and assisted suicide. For in-

stance, Holland’s tradition of cloow physicianlpadent contact. it.9 absence of malpracticemotivated
medicine,
and its provision
of
comprehensive health insurance, together with
its comparative lack of racism and ageism and its
experience in resistance to Nazism. suggest that
this culture is able to permit the practice of voluntary active euthatwia.
performed by physicians, without risking abuse. On rhe other
hand, it is rometimes said that Germany still
dws not trust i16 physicians, remembering the
example of Nazi expzrimentation.
and given a
comparatively autharitarian medical climate in
which thecontact between physician and patient
is quite distanced, the population could not be
comfort&k with the practice of active euthanasia. There, only a wholly patient-controlled
response to temdnal situations. as in non-physician-assisted
suicide,
is a reasonable
and
prudent practice.
But what about the United States? This is a
country
where I) sustained contact with a personal phvsician is decwasine. 4 the risk of mapm&e
&ion is increasing, 9) much medical
care is not insured, 4) many mediel decisions
are financial as well. 5) racism is on the rise. and
6) the public is naive about direct contact with
Nazism or similar totalitarian
mouetnenis.
Thus, the United States is in many respects an
untrustworthy
candidate for practicing active
euthanasia. Given the pressures on individuals
in an often atomized society, encouraging solo
suicide, assisted if at all only by nonpmfcssionals. might well be open to considerable abuse
tou.
However. there is one additional difference
between the United States and bath Holland
and Germany that mzy seem relevant here. At
first, it appears to be a trivial, superiicial difference-the
apparent fact that we Americans are
the biggest consumers of “pop psychology” in
the world. While of course tbinSs are changing
and our cultural tastes are widely exported, the
fact remains that the ordinary American’s cultural diet contains snore in the way of doit-yourself amateur psychology and self-analysis
than anyone else’s. This long tradition of pop
psychology and self-analysis may put us in a be!ter posithn for certain kinds of end-of-life pmctices than many other cultutz+despite
whatever other deficiencies we have, just because we
live in a culture that encourages us to inspect
our own motives. anticipate the impact of our

anions on others. and scrutinize our own relationships with others. including “or physicians.
What. then, is appropriate for our own cultural
Phyrician-performed
euthanasia.
situation?
though not in itself morally wrong. is morally
jeopardized where the legal, time allotment, and
especially financial pressures on both patients
and phystcians are severe; thus. it is morally
problematic in “or culture in a way that it is not
in Holland. Solo suicide outside the institution
of medicine (as in Getmany) is problematic in a
culture (like the United States) that is increasingly alienated. offers deteriorating and ““even
x4.4 services. is inueasingly racist. and in other
ways imposes umtsual
individuals.
Reliance only on withholding and with&arlng
treatment (as in the United States) can be. as
we’ve seen. cntel. and itscomparative invisibility
invites erosion under cost containment
and
other pressures. These are the three principal
alternatives we’ve considered; but none of them
seems wholly suited to “or actual situatiw for
dealing with the new fact that most of us die of
extended-decline,
deteriomtive direares. However. permitting physicians to supply patients
with the means for eoding their own lives still
grams physicians some control over the circumstanw~ in which this can happendnly,
for example. when the prognosis is genuinely grim
and the alternatives for symptom control are
poor-but
iraves the fundamental
decision
&out whether to use these means to the patient
alone. It is “p to the patient the”, and bib or her
advisors. in&ding
.family, clergy, physician,
other healtliiare
providers, sod a rzft of poppsychology bwks. to be clear about whether he
or she really wants to “se these means or not.
Tbos, :bc p;?ysician is involved. but ““t directly:

pressures
on

and it is the patient’s choice, but the patient is
not alone in making it. We live in a quite imperfect world, but. of the alternatives fir facing
death-which
we all eventenlly must-l
think
that the practice of pert&ring
phyGcia”assisted suicide ia the one moot “early suited to
the current state of “or own somewhat flawed
society. This is a model not yet central in any of
the three countries examined here-Holland.
Germany. or the United States-but it is the one
I think suits us best.
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